


Prez Sez...

  Well here it is the first of April already so we
had better start talking and planning Field Day if
we  are  going  to  participate  again.  How  many
stations and what  power level  and  where is it
going to be and so on. Solar conditions have the
bands in the no so hot category but you can still
make QSO's if you want to so don't give up just
because of the sun.  7QAA,  9Q0HQ, 9N7WE,
TR8CA,  VP8LP,  are  still  being  heard  and
worked.
  A good talk on JT65-HF by Glenn at the last
meeting  has  me downloading  the  program and
trying  it  out  but  no  luck  so  far.  How  about
everyone,  are  you  trying  it  out?   It  is  a  free
download so give it a try.

HOPE  TO  SEE  YOU  ALL  AT  THE  NEXT
MEETING. 
73 BILL N8WS

WEST PARK PUBLIC SERVICE…   
  For many years West Park Radiops volunteers
have  helped  LCAC  volunteers  sort  and  deliver
articles to the needy. As an ARRL Special Service
Club, our members assist this activity every year.
Our  next  opportunity  will  be  on  May 9,  2015.
More members helping would be welcome.

RECENT NETS & TALK…
  For the Club’s nets, we have switched over to
only  operating  on  2m  on  147.36+.  Many
interesting discussions  are  being summarized  in
our almost weekly net reports. However, you must
have  a  clear  shot  at  the  repeater's  receiving
antenna to use an HT. Please consider your 2m
antenna systems and how they perform for the net.

2015 MEETING PROGRAMS...
  The  following topics  are  still  on  the  list  for
programs: SKYPE with Bob Heil, shack videos, a
possible fox hunt in nice weather. Now we have
some new ideas in the making, such as comparing
different Web browsers, Echolink and/or IRLP, or
one of the old standbys such as Smith Chart  or
Transmission Line Analysis.
    And  there  some  nice  Web  sites  included
elsewhere in this newsletter that feature videos on
amateur radio.  Read on.
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ARRL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REVIEWS  FCC EVENTS...
          (from The ARRL Letter 03/19/2015)
  The ARRL Executive Committee (EC) was to have discussed a a raft of FCC-related and regulatory issues  at 
their meeting March 21 in Dulles, Virginia. The ARRL learned recently that the FCC Enforcement Bureau will 
recommend to the full Commission significant cutbacks in Field Office sites and personnel, due to budgetary 
concerns.
   Next,  a February FCC Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Reconsideration Order (NPRM&RO) in ET Docket
15-26 could lead to expanded spectrum for various radar applications in the 76-81 GHz band, which Amateur 
Radio shares with other services.  Then there is a Part 5 Experimental license issued to a Massachusetts company, 
MITRE Corporation, which plans to conduct experimental transmissions over wide portions of the HF spectrum. 
The ARRL asked the company in February either to avoid Amateur Radio allocations or to announce the times and 
frequencies of their transmissions in advance. 
  Among other matters, the EC will discuss strategies to address HF Experimental licenses and Special Temporary 
Authority (STAs) going forward. The EC was to hear an updated status report on FCC planned adjudication of the 
2013 ARRL Petition for Rule Making (RM-11708), asking the FCC to delete the symbol rate limit in §97.307(f) of 
its Amateur Service rules and to replace it with a maximum data emission occupied bandwidth of 2.8 kHz on 
frequencies below 29.7 MHz. Next,  the EC  would discuss the progress of the ARRL’s Petition for Rule Making 
to create a new Amateur Service Allocation at 472-479 KHz, as well as other allocation issues, including a possible
135.7-137.8 kHz allocation and upgrading 1900-2000 kHz to primary.  Topping the list of legislative matters is the 
status of congressional advocacy on behalf of the Amateur Radio Parity Act of 2015 (H.R. 1301) and efforts to 
obtain a companion bill in the US Senate. The EC will also consider strategies to raise lawmakers’ awareness of 
Amateur Radio during the 114th Congress.



WAIT LONG ENOUGH AND...

In the novel 20,000 Leagues Under The Sea, Jules Verne
predicted submarines.

In the novel 1984, George Orwell predicted video cameras
everywhere  and  unmanned  drones  flying  around,  some
used for military purposes.

In the Dick Tracy comics, Chester Gould predicted wrist
watch telephones.   Apple  Computer  and Samsung took
care of that a few months ago.

In the 1969 novel  Andromeda Strain,  Michael Crichton
predicted threats caused by "superbugs". HIV, CDIFF, and
ebola are among real threats today.

In the 1968 movie  2001,  Arthur C.  Clarke and Stanley
Kubrick predicted super computers, solid state memory,
and flat panel color displays.

In  the  TV  show  Startrek,  Eugene  Wesley  "Gene"
Roddenberry's creation, the ship's doctor used a tricorder
to fix medical problems. The IEEE has recently reported
on progress being made on such a device. Incidentally,
Startrek probably helped to inspire the cell phone.

NEW ANNUAL AMATEUR RADIO 
LICENSE EXAM...

  If you live in Ohio and need to complete your automobile
license renewal each year, here's a hint:  READ YOUR
APPLICATION FORM.  Secondly, get some nice clean
copies  of  your  amateur  radio  license.  Be  prepared  to
supply one of the copies each time you renew your Ohio
automobile license tag.  The copies will not cost much,
perhaps $0.10 or $0.15 each.  Saving a bunch of hassle
with  the state of  Ohio  is  likely worth  it.   Now, in  the
interest of Global Warming aka Climate Change, don't just
spend the gas only to go get those copies. But sometime or
other when you know you will be near a place that can
make  copies,  take  your  original  license  along  (OK,  or
print  one from the FCC Web site.)  and get some extra
copies. 
  Finally, when you do get those copies, be sure to remove
your original license from the copy machine and take it
home with you. Don't lose it. 

PICK A VIDEO, ANY VIDEO...
   Club members can help locate some interesting amateur
radio-related videos on the following Web sites:

< http://spaceweather.tv/ >

<  https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=amateur+radio >

< http://wiki.twit.tv/wiki/Ham_Nation >

< https://www.youtube.com/user/TWiTHamNation 

< http://arvideonews.com/hrn/ >

    Please forward information on your favorite video(s)
should you find any, to Bill at <n8ws73@gmail.com> , or
to  <  af8c@arrl.net .   Then  your  information  can  help
provide opportunities for club programs.

CQ MAPS...
                (found on www.qrz.com )
  CQmaps  is  owned  and  operated  by  James  Viars  /
N4EGA. Located in Powell, in the beautiful hills of East
Tennessee.
  It's the Grand Opening of www.cqmaps.com!  There you
will find that all the maps offered have been drafted with
the utmost care and precision gained from that decade of
experience. CQmaps has designed each map to deliver the
most  accurate  and  up  to  date  Amateur  Radio  specific
information available. Never again will you have to settle
for  maps  with  fuzzy  and  misplaced  boundaries  and
incorrect names.
   You can select any of four types of maps: Azimuthal
Projection  (Centered  on  your  QTH),  World  Wide  DX
(with  CQ  Zones),  US  Call  Sign  Districts,  and  US
Maidenhead. Many more maps for different countries are
currently in development as well! Each map made for you
by CQmaps will contain your personalized station location
information:  Call  sign,  full  name,  Maidenhead  Locator
gridsquare,  Latitude  &  Longitude,  and  time  zone
information.
  Your map can be purchased as a digital copy on a CD-
ROM or on a selection of high quality paper printed on a
production quality Canon ipf8000 printer.
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UPCOMING DX FOR YOU...
    (Courtesy of the NG3K website)

  StartDate,  EndDate, Entity,  Call

Apr01,Apr09,Samoa,5W
Apr02,Apr04,Trindade & Martin Vaz Is,PQ0T
Apr02,Apr05,Monaco,3A
Apr03,Apr15,Chatham Is,ZL7E
Apr09,Apr15,Samoa,5W
Apr09,Apr15,Svalbard,JW
Apr11,Apr16,Turks & Caicos,VP5
Apr12,Apr17,Sint Maarten,PJ7
Apr13,Apr19,Vanuatu,YJ0XG
Apr13,Apr22,St Vincent,J88PI
Apr14,Apr20,Spratly Is,DX0P
Apr16,Apr24,Cape Verde Is,D44TDK
Apr16,May01,Reunion,FR
Apr17,Apr20,Mauritania,5T2MM
Apr17,Apr25,Micronesia,V63DX
Apr21,May05,Vanuatu,YJ0MT
Apr22,Apr28,Bahamas,C6AGM
Apr22,Apr30,Nicaragua,YN
Apr24,May04,Norfolk I,VK9NT
Apr25,May02,Cayman Is,ZF2CI
Apr29,May05,Ogasawara,JD1BLY
Aug09,Aug23,Seychelles,S79
Dec01,Dec31,Bouvet,3Y0F
Dec16,Dec23,Lord Howe I,VK9L
Jul01,Jul14,Galapagos Is,HC8
Jul07,Jul12,Cayman Is,ZF2LL
Jul07,Jul18,Seychelles,S79OWZ
Jul15,Jul21,St Pierre & Miquelon,FP
Jul20,Jul29,St Pierre & Miquelon,FP
Jun05,Jun18,Maldives,8Q7CQ
Jun21,Jun26,Liechtenstein,HB0
Jun25,Jul06,St Eustatius,PJ5
Jun28,Jul04,Market Reef,OJ0V
May02,May08,Jamaica,6Y5
May02,May11,Ogasawara,JD1YBT
May07,May13,Chatham Is,ZL7
May08,May11,Isle of Man,MT0IXD
May09,May15,Cayman Is,ZF2ZL
May10,May19,Mauritius,3B8
May15,May25,Niue,E6ZS
May19,May24,Rodrigues I,3B9
May20,Jun25,Burkina Faso,XT2AW
May23,May31,Grenada,J38
May28,Jun16,St Martin,FS
Nov10,Dec22,Heard I,VK0EK
Nov23,Dec05,Vietnam,XV2D
Oct02,Oct12,Chesterfield Is,TX3X
Oct17,Oct27,Fernando de Noronha,PY0F
Oct27,Nov03,East Kiribati,T32DX

Sep04,Sep19,Wake I,K6W
Sep15,Sep30,Niue,E6
2016 Jan15,Feb16,South Georgia Is,VP8
2016 Jan15,Feb15,Tonga,A35
2016 Jan15,Feb15,North Korea,P5
2016 Jan15,Feb16,South Sandwich Is,VP8
2016 Jan16,Apr15,Bouvet,3Y
2016 Mar01,Mar31,Palestine,E44Y
2016 Mar14,Mar26,Cocos Keeling,VK9C

NOISE POWER RATIO TELLS ALL...
      ( per ARRL's QEX magazine, author VA7OJ/AB4OJ)
   A “new” technical way to evaluate receiver quality as
been brought to attention by the author of a recent article in
the ARRL's QEX magazine. Here's a summary of the results
published so far. More receiver tests were promised.  
  “Noise-power ratio (NPR) testing is a performance test
technique in which a notched noise-band is applied to the
input of the DUT, and the output of the DUT is connected
to a selective level meter whose bandwidth is less than that
of the notch in the noise spectrum.
    The theory behind the NPR test is that the incident noise
outside the notch will  cause reciprocal mixing noise and
multiple  IMD  products,  which  will  appear  in  the  idle
channel  (the  passband  of  the  selective  level  meter)  and
raise the ICN (idle-channel noise).”
    Per the article, the receivers in the following transceivers,
and Software Defined Radios, are listed from best to worse
in  top-down  display.   To  get  the  article  use  <
http://www.ab4oj.com/test/docs/npr_test.pdf >.  
  [Apparently  Kenwood  and  other  radios  are  currently
absent from these lists. More receiver tests were promised
in the article.  – de AF8C ]

ANALOG/DSP RADIOS      SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIOS
IC-7700   ANAN100D
IC-7800 ANAN200D
TS-590S   FLEX-6700
K3               PERSEUS
IC-7600  QS1R REV. D
IC-7410  KX3   
IC-9100  ELAD FDM-S2
FT-950  SDR-IQ
FTDX-1200  FLEX-1500
IC-7200
FTDX-3000
FT-897D
IC-703
FT-1000
IC-718
IC-706
IC-7000
IC-7100
FT817
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DIGITAL SSTV...

If you have ever tried to copy analog SSTV (Slow Scan TV)
off the air on HF, you have noticed how the problem of  band
noise can distort and ruin a nice photograph.  Slow Scan TV
in that form is still a lot more impressive than it was 25 years
ago when our  member Dan, W8AJF,  showed off his  Slow
Scan equipment at a meeting.

Of course time and technology moves on.  So now there is
digital SSTV with perfect copy images. Using EASYPAL, I
have been able to see dozens of nice color postcard images
appear  on  my computer  screen  from "listening"  to  14233
KHz.  (It is fair to say that some verbal critique of this mode
is better suited to an eyeball QSO at a meeting sometime.  To
try it out you need something like a Signalink or Signalink
USB  audio  interface  connecting  a   Windows  computer  to
your HF receiver.) (No prediction here is being provided as
to how well this mode works with Windows 8 and above.)

< http://www.dxzone.com/catalog/Software/Digital_SSTV/  >

DIGITAL MODES LIST...
(TNX  <http://wb8nut.com/digital/ >   )

160 Meters
1.838.150 PSK31,
1.890 SSTV

80 Meters
3.580  to  3.620  Data  (RTTY,  PSK31,  Hellschreiber,
MFSK16)
3.620 to 3.635 Packet
3.845 SSTV

40 Meters
7.035.150 PSK31
7.037 Hellschreiber, MFSK16
7.076 JT65
7.080 RTTY
7.171 SSTV

30 Meters
10.130 PSK31
10.130 to 10.140 RTTY
10.137 Hellschreiber
10.140 to 10.150 Packet, APRS

20 Meters
14.063.5 Hellschreiber
14.070.150 PSK31
14.070 to 14.095 RTTY
14.076 JT65
14.080 MFSK16
14.100.5 to 14.112 Packet
14.230 SSTV
14.233 SSTV

17 Meters
18.100 to 18.105 RTTY
18.103 Hellschreiber
18.105 MFSK16
18.105 to 18.110 Packet

15 Meters
21.063 Hellschreiber
21.070 to 21.100 RTTY
21.070.150 PSK31
21.076 JF65
21.080 MFSK16
21.100 to 21.110 Packet
21.340 SSTV

12 Meters
24.920 to 24.925 RTTY
24.925 to 24.930 Packet
24.929 MFSK16

10 Meters
28.070 to 28.150 RTTY
28.076 JT65
28.080 MFSK16
28.120.150 PSK31, Hellschreiber
28.680 SSTV
28.690 SSTV- some SSTV repeaters on this Frequency
28.700 SSTV

6 Meters
50.276 JT65
50.680 SSTV

2 Meters
145.500 SSTV - National  SSTV Simplex Frequency
for FM
145.550 PSK31, Hellschreiber, MFSK16
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PUBLISHED   BI-MONTHLY     BY    WEST   PARK   RADIOPS   AMATEUR  RADIO  CLUB,  INC.   ----
A    NON-PROFIT   SCIENTIFIC   AND   EDUCATIONAL   CORPORATION,   FAIRVIEW PARK,  OHIO.

MEETINGS:  WEST  PARK RADIOPS  ARC meets  the  FIRST  and  THIRD  Friday evenings each month at
Cuyahoga Community College West Campus in the Public Safety Training Center, 11000 Pleasant Valley Dr. at 8 PM  sharp.

Dues  $12/yr.  We welcome anyone interested in amateur radio to our meetings.
We operate Monday night nets on 147.36 MHz at 9:00 p.m. local time.

http://www.westparkradiops.org
mailto:w8vm<at>arrl.net

W8VM


